TRENDENCY
THE POLITICAL MONETIZATION PANEL

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR TRENDS

POCKETBOOK ACTIVISM

How the election of Donald Trump affects the
way people view businesses and how they
spend their money.

How consumer spending shifts in response to
news events, policy initiatives, and even
tweets.
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The Political
Monetization Panel
Trendency Research is excited to
introduce a brand-new panel that
focuses specifically on consumer
behavior in our current volatile
political times.
The Political Monetization Panel (PMP) examines
economic attitudes and trends among a nationwide
pool of consumers focusing on four broad subject
areas:
• economic confidence
• corporate and social trends
• pocketbook activism
• political climate
Pocketbook activism includes the spending habits
and donation patterns of consumers, especially as
they shift in response to news events. While the
panel is nationwide in scope, it will oversample key
states such as California, Florida, New York, and
Texas.

Pocketbook activism is at a
level not seen in decades.

The election of President Trump has brought with it
a wave of social consciousness and activism not
only in the political realm, but also in interactions
among people with non-profit organizations and
corporations. From campaigns that focus on
boycotting specific companies to those that
encourage people to donate, subscribe, and
support new organizations, this pocketbook
activism is not new, but is at a level not seen in
decades.
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When Politics Affects Business
The effect is probably larger than most think.

• 1 in 5 American adults report that their spending actions have changed since the Presidential election.
• Additionally, half of those adults who have changed spending habits (or about 10 percent of all US adults)
stated they have stopped spending money at one company and have moved that spending to a competitor.
• Over 1/3 say that they have stopped spending at one company and given that money to a non-profit instead,
and 2 in 5 say they have started giving to a new non-profit.
While a lot of the focus has been on protests that push back on the Trump Administration, these consumer shifts
are not just among those who identify as Democrats, but among people of all ideologies and political alliances.
Demographically, these changes in spending and donation habits are slightly more concentrated in younger
Americans (those 45 and under) and women, but the trend is present across all demographic and geographical
breakdowns.
With the volatility that exists, it is vital that companies and organizations fully understand the impact that
consumer choice will have on their bottom line. In an era when consumer satisfaction can change with a tweet
or a comment and with potential large policy shifts in the future, having a steady stream of consumer data
already in hand will be extremely valuable when making organizational choices.

1 in 5 American adults report that
their spending actions have changed
since the Presidential election.
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The Power of Trendency

The power of this panel lies within Trendency itself.
Trendency is an online survey platform that incorporates predictive analytic algorithms. While
traditional survey research takes a snapshot in time, respondents on Trendency take our
surveys at frequent intervals. The continuous stream of data from our panels and our
proprietary algorithms provide our customers with incisive and timely analysis to show exactly
when attitudes shift, by how much, and what effects these changes will likely have on the
future spending habits and attitudes of the American consumer.
Access to this panel will be subscription based. With your subscription to the PMP, you will
receive twice monthly reports of the national and state data. These reports will break out the
data by key demographic indicators like gender, age, and race. They will also show how the
results have shifted over time and will allow readers to easily keep up with changes in
consumer attitudes in an easy to digest format. Should current events warrant, we will also
provide subscribers with breaking news reports detailing changes due to larger news stories.
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The Details

The following is a sample of standard questions that will be included for all
subscribers:
• Current/future economic confidence for nation and household
• Changes in level of consumer spending and reasons for shift
• Where altered spending is moving towards (other companies, increased
saving, donations)
• Favorable ratings and job performance of key political figures
• News sources and trustworthiness
• Social media usage
• General demographic questions

All subscribers can upgrade to include questions for
their own organization.
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